HOCKEY SKATES (Canadian Flyer) $9.95 and $14.95

100% Nylon stitched—laces and uppers—available only in Canadian Flyer Ice Osteles. Best quality—full grain black elk leather throughout—with little padding, semi-padded.

Sales guaranteed to be heavy duty. All skates are available in the most common sizes, with tongues and colored center wiring.

Ted (Hardenbrook) has been an"Magp Stitch attachment for detachable tendons guards. Reinforced eyelets. Steel arch supports.

FIGURE SKATES $15.95

THE COOP

On Campus with Mac

(For the Artist) "Bally Dead the Flag, Buck! and Barney Burn with Chol.

THE CLOTHES YOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN

In this column we take up fashions for college men, which means of course, the Ivy Look. Today's Ivy Look notions have matted a great number of college clubs in their latest fashions, these being, button, narrow trousers, and a minimum of shoulder padding, but—other than that—nothing. This makes it difficult to follow the various clubs with much enthusiasm.

This new development, while attractive beyond the singing of it, nevertheless gives rise to certain hazards. For instance, people would be trying to please you on Ashton Day. Indeed, this is precisely what happened to two BAEs of my acquaintance, Wallace R. Peck and Fred. Before we could protest they were seized upon, painted, flamed, and watered, and today they support a hammer in Cut and Shovel, Vermont.

Well sir, some fellows have their piercings, but what E. Mackenzie did was to get his wrists pierced, then he could take a dozen pairs of his handsome gold monogrammed cuff links and string them together in a charm bracelet for his girl. (Argh!)

It turned out, incidentally, to be a mistake. In short order some admirers admired Joe-Card on account of his gor- geous bracelet that he grew tired of plain old E. Mackenzie, and one night when she was seated on a bench in Lowell Lane throwing Ats for E. Mackenzie to retrieve, she suddenly—crucially, without warning—told him she was through.

"I am heartbroken," said E. Mackenzie, heartbroken. "But if you do go, you must give me back my charm bracelet!"

"No, I will keep it," said Joe-Card.

"What for?" said E. Mackenzie. "You can't wear it. The inscriptions on the links are all wrong—M.M."

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," said Joe-Card. "Yesterday I was voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."

"So," replied E. Mackenzie, "E.M.S. does not stand for E. Mac- kenzie?"

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," said Joe-Card. "Yesterday I was voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."

"But if you do go, you must give me back my charm bracelet!"

"No, I will keep it," said Joe-Card.

"What for?" said E. Mackenzie. "You can't wear it. The inscriptions on the links are all wrong—M.M."

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," said Joe-Card. "Yesterday I was voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."

"So," replied E. Mackenzie, "E.M.S. does not stand for E. Mac- kenzie?"

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," said Joe-Card. "Yesterday I was voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."

"But if you do go, you must give me back my charm bracelet!"

"No, I will keep it," said Joe-Card.

"What for?" said E. Mackenzie. "You can't wear it. The inscriptions on the links are all wrong—M.M."

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," said Joe-Card. "Yesterday I was voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."

(Continued in Part II)

People Very Eager to Plant You on Arbor Day...

Let us now discuss shirts. Again this year the campus favorite is the good old Oxford with button-down collar and barrel cuff. Let us advert an eye to such a shirt and ask you a question: if you don't wear anything but Oxford, what do you do with all the other buttons? Before you could protest they were seized upon, painted, flamed, and watered, and today they support a hammer in Cut and Shovel, Vermont.

Our editors have pieced their wears, but what E. Mackenzie did was to get his wrists pierced, then he could take a dozen pairs of his handsome gold monogrammed cuff links and string them together in a charm bracelet for his girl. (Argh!)

It turned out, incidentally, to be a mistake. In short order some admirers admired Joe-Card on account of his gor- geous bracelet that he grew tired of plain old E. Mackenzie, and one night when she was seated on a bench in Lowell Lane throwing Ats for E. Mackenzie to retrieve, she suddenly—crucially, without warning—told him she was through.

"I am heartbroken," said E. Mackenzie, heartbroken. "But if you do go, you must give me back my charm bracelet!"

"No, I will keep it," said Joe-Card.

"What for?" said E. Mackenzie. "You can't wear it. The inscriptions on the links are all wrong—M.M."

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," said Joe-Card. "Yesterday I was voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."

"So," replied E. Mackenzie, "E.M.S. does not stand for E. Mac- kenzie?"

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," said Joe-Card. "Yesterday I was voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."

"But if you do go, you must give me back my charm bracelet!"

"No, I will keep it," said Joe-Card.

"What for?" said E. Mackenzie. "You can't wear it. The inscriptions on the links are all wrong—M.M."

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," said Joe-Card. "Yesterday I was voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."

(Continued in Part II)

Would E. Mackenzie be so bold as to take a dozen pairs of his handsome gold monogrammed cuff links and string them together in a charm bracelet for his girl? (Argh!)

It turned out, incidentally, to be a mistake. In short order some admirers admired Joe-Card on account of his gor- geous bracelet that he grew tired of plain old E. Mackenzie, and one night when she was seated on a bench in Lowell Lane throwing Ats for E. Mackenzie to retrieve, she suddenly—crucially, without warning—told him she was through.

"I am heartbroken," said E. Mackenzie, heartbroken. "But if you do go, you must give me back my charm bracelet!"

"No, I will keep it," said Joe-Card.

"What for?" said E. Mackenzie. "You can't wear it. The inscriptions on the links are all wrong—M.M."

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," said Joe-Card. "Yesterday I was voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."

"So," replied E. Mackenzie, "E.M.S. does not stand for E. Mac- kenzie?"

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," said Joe-Card. "Yesterday I was voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."

(Continued in Part II)